DEPARTMENT CHAIRS/ADVISORS

- Arts & Media: Jason Mackowiak (jason.mackowiak@lsus.edu); BH 124; 318-797-5376 - BFA in Digital Art; BA in Mass Communication

- Biological Sciences: Dr. Stephen Banks (stephen.banks@lsus.edu); SC 104; 318-797-5231 - BS in Biological Sciences; Pre-Medical Careers Preparation

- Chemistry & Physics: Dr. Brian Salvatore (brian.salvatore@lsus.edu); SC 112; 318-797-5246 - BS in Chemistry, Bio-Chemistry, Math & Physics

- Computer Science: Dr. Richard Watson (richard.watson@lsus.edu); TC206A; 318-797-5300 - BS in Computer Science

- Education: Dr. Cay Evans (Cay.Evans@lsus.edu); BE384C; 318-797-5034

- English: Dr. Terry Harris (terry.harris@lsus.edu); BH 258; 318-797-5369 - BA in English

- General Studies: Mary Jarzabek (mary.jarzabek@lsus.edu); BH 330; 318-797-5318 - BGS (General Studies)

- History & Social Sciences: Dr. Gary Joiner (gary.joiner@lsus.edu); BH 439; 318-7975337 - BA in History, BA in Sociology, BCG (Criminal Justice)

- Kinesiology and Health Science: Dr. Timothy Winter (timothy.winter@lsus.edu); HPE 207A; 318-797-5107 - BS in Community Health

- Leadership Studies: Dr. Kevin Baxter (Kevin.Baxter@lsus.edu); BE 346; 318-797-5036 - EdD and Minor in Leadership

- Licensed Practical Nursing: Ms. Monica Jones (Monica.Jones@lsus.edu); TC 138; 318-795-2479

- Mathematics: Zsolt Lengvarsky (zsolt.lengvarsky@lsus.edu); BH 418; 318-797-5282

- Psychology: Dr. Yong Dai (yong.dai@lsus.edu); BE 348A; 318-797-5045 - BS in Psychology

- College of Business: Tracie Johnson (Tracie.Johnson@lsus.edu); BE 301B; 318-795-4235 - Academic Counselor

- College of Arts and Sciences: Christopher Floyd (christopher.floyd@lsus.edu); BH 210; 318-797-5256 - Academic Advisor